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In line with the resurgence we have seen in the UK
solar industry over the past 12 months, Elgin Energy is
also experiencing significant growth.
Earlier this year, we expanded operations into America
and Australia. A Sydney office was established, and a
general manager appointed, to begin development in
South East Australia. Development in the US is taking
place with a local partner.
We welcomed a new member to the team.
Sarah Lonergan joins as our new Head of Legal and
brings with her over nine years experience in the
renewable sector.
In May, our development team attended Intersolar in
Munich to see first-hand the new technology that is
coming down the line for the solar sector. In the same
month both the Irish & UK Governments declared a
climate emergency.
In June, the Department published the Climate Action
Plan outlining the actions required to achieve 2030
targets. The plan includes a 70% renewable electricity
target and delineates the energy mix required to
achieve same. In order for new projects to be
connected, the final design of RESS must be
published. The Climate Plan outlines a schedule of Q3
2019 for this to happen followed by qualification for
auctions to begin in Q4 2019.
A microgeneration scheme was included for rooftop
solar PV. This would introduce a Feed in Tariff (FiT)
providing payment to homeowners and small
enterprises for excess electricity supplied to the grid
from their rooftop solar PV.
The Climate Plan is another step in the right direction
and we are excited to see these plans implemented.
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This year fifteen members of the Elgin Energy
team travelled to Munich to visit Intersolar.
Intersolar is the world's leading exhibition for
the solar industry taking place over three days
in Munich's International Congress Centre.
Since 1976, the cost of crystalline-silicon PV
modules have continually reduced and at the
same time the performance has improved.
Elgin Energy's first projects installed in the UK
used modules with a rated capacity of c. 250
watts peak (Wp). At Intersolar, a density of 370
- 425Wp is becoming the standard for 2019/20.
This improvement means that projects today
can produce double the energy for half the
capital cost compared to five years ago.
A number of manufacturers were showcasing
panels with design features introducing
opportunities to customise panels.

Single axis tracker

Our team also noted significant growth in the use of
trackers. Trackers increase the output of a project by
turning the panels to follow the sun's movement
throughout the day. There are two types of trackers;
single axis and dual axis as you can see in the diagram
below. They are a popular choice in our new markets of
America and Australia.

Single axis tracker

Dual axis tracker

Keep up to date with our news by visiting our website or
following us on LinkedIn.

